
EEAS Personal Data Processing Record
Ref. Article 31 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 - Legal obligation for maintaining records

1 Title of the processing activity Recruitment of Local Agents in EU Delegations

3 Register reference number 1345

4 Identity and contact details of the 
Data Controller
Joint Controller (if applicable)
Data Processor (if applicable)

Data Controller: 
 European External Action Service 
 Rond Point Schuman 9A, 1046 Brussels, Belgium 
 Data Controller contact entity: BA.HR.5 
 Functional mailbox: LOCAL-AGENTS@eeas.europa.eu 
  
 Further controller entities: 
 RCE (BA.BS.4) 
 EU Delegations to each specific third country and international organisation 
 Contact points: 
 EU Delegations: Heads of Administration 
 Regional Centre Europe: Head of Division (BA.BS.4) 
  
 Specialised agencies in the third countries 
 (‘Headhunters’) 
  
 EEAS Data Protection Officer: 
 DATA-PROTECTION@eeas.europa.eu 
 

5 Identity and contact details of 
the Data Protection Officer

EEAS Data Protection Officer (DPO): 
Emese Savoia-Keleti. 
SG.AFFGEN.DPO
Functional Mailbox of the DPO:
DATA-PROTECTION@eeas.europa.eu

2 Update of the record (last modification date) 16/12/2020
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6 Purpose of the processing activity Purpose:   
  The purpose of this data processing operation is to manage the recruitment process of local agents in the EU Delegations    
  Description:   
  A justified request for authorisation to publish a vacant post is sent to EEAS HQ and, in case of a Commission post, to European
Commission (EC) HQ.    
  The vacancy is advertised as widely as possible, given local labour market conditions, and the process must be completely
transparent.   
  There are no nationality requirements and therefore the Head of Delegation may also recruit from the local expatriate community
on the condition that candidates have valid work and residence permits.      
   Specialised agencies   : the use of specialised recruitment agencies or “head-hunters” requires prior authorisation from EEAS HQ;
a request for such authorisation should only be made where an appropriate candidate could not be recruited via a vacancy notice in
the press. The specialised agency will become a data processor for that particular service contract and will be selected through a
regulated procurement procedure.   
  The Delegation sets up a Selection Committee composed of at least three voting members appointed by the Head of Delegation.
  A report of the assessment of candidates and a short-list are given to the Head of Delegation. In the case of a Commission post,
the Delegation copies EC HQ and the HR Unit of the 'home' DG owning the post.   
  The Head of Delegation selects the person for recruitment. If this choice follows the recommendation of the Selection Committee,
the candidate may be recruited. If not, the Head of Delegation shall address an official note to the HR Director of the 'home' DG or
the EEAS requesting authorisation to recruit the shortlisted candidate. The final choice is made by the HR Director and the Head of
Delegation is requested to sign the contract in accordance with this decision.   
  Before the signing of the contract, the Head of Administration should receive all supporting documents (diplomas, certificates,
testimonials, etc.) relating to the candidate's experience, education and training.   
  The contract is signed by the Head of Delegation. In the absence of the Head of Delegation, the contract is signed by the Acting
Head of Delegation.   
 After the recruitment, the administrative management of Local Agents, including a range of processes, is managed within the
respective EU Delegations. The data controller and responsible organisational entity is the Administrative section of the Delegation
under the supervision of the Head of Administration and ultimately the Head of Delegation. 

7 Legal basis and lawfulness Primary legal base:   
  Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the European Union (Title I, V) and its upcoming successor legal basis, the Joint
Decision C(2019)5686.    
   Secondary legal bases:    
  The Decisions laying down the conditions of employment of local staff of the Commission of the European Communities and of the
EEAS serving in non-member countries (Framework Rules). This will change as EEAS and EC services are working to modernise
the rules.    
  Specific Conditions of Employment (SCE) adopted for individual Delegations. This will change as EEAS and EC services are
working in replacing the SCE by a National Law Reference (NLR) register.    
  Local legislation.   
  Individual employment contract.   
  This information is available in the EU Delegations' Guide and on the EEAS Intranet.   
 Good administrative practices in the framework of the Treaty of Lisbon and the Council Decision of 26 July 2010 establishing the
organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service (2010/427/EU). 

8 Categories of individuals
whose data is processed 
- Data subjects

Data, including personal data, are processed from the following individuals or groups of people:   
  - Candidates for local agents' posts in EU Delegations   
 - Members of the selection panels 
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9 Categories of data - Data processed I.  Personal data processed from candidates :   
  - Name and forename   
  - Contact details   
  - Gender   
  - Date and place of birth   
  - Marital status   
  - Employment authorisation   
  - Social security number   
  - Information on dependents   
  - Current place of assignment (if applicable)   
  - Duration of the contract   
  - Future place of assignment   
  - Data regarding professional experience, qualifications and skills, including CVs and motivational statements   
  - Results of the interview/selection panel reports   
  II.  Personal data processed from the members of the selection panels :   
  - Name and forename   
 - Service/function    

10 Recipients of data – Access to data In EU Delegations:     
  - Head of Delegation    
  - Deputy Head of Delegation   
  - Head of Administration   
  - Head of Section    
  - EU Delegation staff members involved in the management of local agents files   
  - Specialised agencies/headhunters      
   In HQ:    
  - Staff processors of the data and other relevant EEAS and EC services dealing with local agents   
  - Authority authorised for Concluding Contracts of Employment   
  - EEAS Inspection team   
  - Security Directorate of the EC   
 ‘Home’ DG owning the post 

11 Transfer to Third Countries
or International Organizations (IOs)
and suitable safeguards (if applicable)

In case of contracting a headhunting agency, data for candidates applying through the agency will be collected and processed by
the service provider. The headhunting agency may be a branch office of an international headhunting agency or a local enterprise.
  The headhunting agency, as contractor will be bound by a service provider contract signed between the EU Delegation and the
agency. The service contract shall include a contractual clause on data protection defining that the processor acts only on behalf of
the data controller and that appropriate security safeguards are to be implemented by the contractor.  
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12 Time limit for keeping the data
- Retention period

-The data of recruited applicants will be kept for 10 years as of the termination of employment. If after is period, legal proceedings
are in progress, including appeals before the Civil Service Tribunal and the required follow-up to judgements, the personal data
shall be kept until not more than 5 years after the judgment on the pending case is final, 2 years in case of complaint before the
Ombudsman.   
  -The recruitment case-handling file is kept for 2 years after the end of the selection procedure or the final decision of the
Ombudsman if a complaint is lodged.   
  - In case of  non-recruited applicants on the reserve lists for appointment  the conservation of the data is to be determined in terms
of the validity and the actual extension of the respective reserve lists.   
  - As for non-recruited applicants, data will be retained for a maximum of 2 years.    
  Reasons for retention periods:   
  - In case of recruited applicants the data retention period is set based on the expiry of legal claims (plus the duration of the legal
procedure)   
  - Retention of the recruitment case-handling file is set according to the requirement for complaints to the Ombudsman.   
  - In case of  non-recruited applicants , the time-limit for storage of the data is set in relation to the time-limits established for the
possible review of the decision taken in the selection procedure (complaint to the European Ombudsman, appeal with the Civil
Service Tribunal), as well as in accordance with Article 49 of the Implementing Rules to the Financial Regulation.   
 When appropriate, personal data contained in  supporting documents  should be deleted where possible where these data are not
necessary for  further purposes , e.g. control, inspection and audit. 

13 Data Storage The collected personal data are stored on servers that abide by pertinent security rules, also by the data processor.    
  The database is on a central server with individualised access.      
  Paper files are kept in a secured manner.    

14 General description of security measures Based on assessing risks related to potential access to data with regard to the recruitment of Local Agents, the EEAS ensures that
adequate organisational and technical measures are in place in order to safeguard personal data of staff members.   
   1. Security measures for physical files     
  - Physical files are stored in locked cupboards in the Administration storage room.   
   2. Security measures for electronic files    
  - HR-Delegation, e-Del-HRM and ARES are password-protected and EU LOGIN-authenticated processes*.   
  - HR-Delegation and e-Del-HRM function on a secured central server. Measures are provided by EC DG DIGIT to prevent non-
responsible entities from accessing data.      
  - HR-Delegation’s, e-Del-HRM’s and ARES’ system access rights and their attributions are precisely defined.   
  - Access is granted to designated staff within a group created per post. Hence only access to the information of candidates for that
specific post is possible for each group member.   
  - Access rights are reviewed taking into account the rotation of the assigned staff members. If a case-handler or management staff
leaves the post with the concerned access right, the right will be withdrawn and granted to the relevant new staff member, as
described above.    
  - Log-in actions, backups and restores of the system are to be reviewed through the EEAS IT Division on the basis of the
information on the access rights.   
  - Security is also ensured by the safety measures built in the various IT applications.   
   3. Specialised Agencies (Headhunters)    
  - The contractor will be bound by a service provider contract signed between the EU Delegation and the headhunting agency. The
service contract shall include a contractual clause on data protection defining that the processor acts only on behalf of the Data
Controller and that appropriate security safeguards are to be implemented by the contractor.   
  - The technical and organisation measures are assured pursuant to the provisions on data security currently in accordance with
Art 22 of Regulation (EC) 45/2001 or its successor regulation in order:   
  - to prevent any unauthorised person from gaining access to computer systems processing personal data; any unauthorised
reading, copying, alteration or removal of storage media; any unauthorised memory inputs as well as any unauthorised disclosure,
alteration or erasure of stored personal data; unauthorised persons from using data-processing systems by means of data
transmission facilities   
  - to ensure that authorised users of a data-processing system can access no personal data other than those to which their access
right refers; that it will subsequently be possible to check which personal data have been processed, at what times and by whom;
and that personal data being processed on behalf of third parties can be processed only in the manner prescribed by the
contracting institution or body; furthermore that, during communication of personal data and during transport of storage media, the
data cannot be read, copied or erased without authorisation;   
  - to record which personal data have been communicated, at what times and to whom;   
  - to design the organisational structure within an institution or body in such a way that it will meet the special requirements of data
protection.   
  * The system is secured through DIGIT security measures and the authentication system of EU LOGIN, former ECAS.    
   - EU LOGIN is the European Commission Authentication Service that enables web applications to authenticate centrally with a
common strong password. It offers also single sign-on between applications using it.    
   - Authentication means verifying the credentials of a user. Credentials usually consist of some kind of identifier (e.g. a username)
and an element such as a password that has been linked to the identifier.    
   - Successful authentication is not a 100% guarantee that the user is the person to whom the credentials belong, only that the user
was able to present correct credentials for the claimed identity.    
   - EU LOGIN provides a set of mechanisms, procedures and rules that endeavour to ensure that the chances of fraudulent use of
credentials is minimised or eliminated.    
   - Strong authentication is one of these mechanisms. Passwords are considered to be one of the weakest kinds of authentication,
but if the rules for the password usage and composition are good enough, it can be sufficient for most applications that deal with
'sensitive', but not classified information.      
  - Credentials can take many forms, but initially EU LOGIN will only use passwords. Password authentication relies on something
that the user alone knows. Stronger authentication usually relies on something (s)he knows, plus something (s)he possesses - for
example a certificate, a token, a smart card or perhaps just a card with codes on it. Authentication using biometrics is said to rely on
something that the user is. Other types of authentication include something that the user can do (e.g. write with certain movements
and    
  pressure) and where the user is (on which network, geographical location through GPS).  
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14 General description of security measures Based on assessing risks related to potential access to data with regard to the recruitment of Local Agents, the EEAS ensures that
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   - EU LOGIN is the European Commission Authentication Service that enables web applications to authenticate centrally with a
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something that the user is. Other types of authentication include something that the user can do (e.g. write with certain movements
and    
  pressure) and where the user is (on which network, geographical location through GPS).  

15 Rights of individuals  Individuals have the right of access to their personal data and the right to correct any inaccurate or incomplete personal data.   The
right of rectification can only apply to factual data processed. Under certain conditions, individuals have the right to ask the deletion
of their personal data or restrict their use as well as to object at any time to the processing of their personal data on grounds relating
to their particular situation. The EEAS   will consider the request, take a decision and communicate it to the individuals without
undue delay and in any event within one month of receipt of the request. That period may be extended by two further months where
necessary. For more detailed legal references, information can be found in Articles 14 to 21, 23 and 24 of Regulation (EU)
2018/1725. In specific cases, restrictions under Article 25 of the Regulation may apply.    
  If individuals have questions concerning the processing of their personal data, they may address them to the Data Controller via
the following functional mailbox:   
   LOCAL-AGENTS@eeas.europa.eu     

16 Information to data subjects Information is provided to the Data Subjects   
 related to this Record in the Privacy Statement. The Privacy Statement or Data Protection Notice is accessible on the intranet of
the EEAS.  
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